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1 Wake up your senses!
page 7

topic: trying new things

skill: referencing clues

task: gapped text

present tenses (p10)

comparative forms: adjectives 
and adverbs (p13)

phrasal verbs (p11)

suffi  xes  (p14)

introduction to 

collocations (p14)

topic: synaesthesia

skill: listening for 
specifi c information

task: sentence 
completion

word formation topic: comparison of

experiences

skill: comparing photos

task: long turn

topic: activities for teens

skill: opinions and

recommendation

task: review

video: chef tests

project: presentation on 
food in world festivals

2 On the bucket list
page 21

topic: inspiration for travel

skill: fi nding specifi c 
information

task: multiple matching

past tenses (p24)

articles (p27)

idiomatic phrases 
and expressions (p25)

collocations (p25, 28)

linkers (p31)

topic: travel-writing

skill: listening for 
specifi c information and 
opinion

task: multiple choice

multiple-choice cloze

open cloze

topic: summer holidays, 
photo-bombing

skill: giving concise 
answers

task: interview

topic: best and worst 
holiday experiences

skill: describing, 
narrating and

expressing contrast

task: article

video: Sidi Driss

project: fi lm location 
map

3 All in a day's work
page 35

topic: virtual school

skill: understanding detail and 
opinion

task: multiple choice

future forms (p38)

determiners with countable/
uncountable nouns (p41)

phrasal verbs (p39)

verbs + prepositions (p43)

topic: job shadowing

skill: understanding 
diff erent speakers

task: multiple matching

multiple-choice cloze topic: part-time jobs

skill: justifying an 
opinion

task: collaborative task

topic: intergenerational 
schools

skill: including your own 
idea

task: essay

video: 16-year-old boss

project: research a 
business

4 The heart of the city
page 49

topic: real or fake cities

skill: scanning a text to fi nd 
information

task: multiple matching

conditionals (p52)

alternative conditional forms 
(p55)

compound nouns (p53)

as or like (p57)

prepositional phrases (p57)

topic: public spaces for 
teens

skill: recognising 
distractors

task: multiple choice

open cloze

multiple-choice cloze

topic: visiting cities

skill: giving an opinion

task: discussion

topic: a day in the city

skill: giving the right 
information

task: informal letter or 
email

video: design gone 
wrong

project: analyse a 
building

5 A good sport
page 63

topic: sports fans

skill: understanding attitude 
and opinions

task: multiple choice

infi nitive and verb + -ing (p66)

verb patterns (p69)

phrasal verbs (p67)
noun suffi  xes (p70)
prefi xes (p70)

topic: drone racing

skill: understanding 
interviews

task: multiple choice: 
longer text

word formation topic: ways to relax

skill: speculating

task: long turn

topic: health and fi tness

skill: using paragraphs

task: article

video: cycling star

project: research a 
sport or discipline
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Unit Reading Grammar Vocabulary Listening Use of English Speaking Writing Switch on

1 Wake up your senses!
page 7

topic: trying new things

skill: referencing clues

task: gapped text

present tenses (p10)

comparative forms: adjectives 
and adverbs (p13)

phrasal verbs (p11)

suffixes  (p14)

introduction to 

collocations (p14)

topic: synaesthesia

skill: listening for 
specific information

task: sentence 
completion

word formation topic: comparison of

experiences

skill: comparing photos

task: long turn

topic: activities for teens

skill: opinions and

recommendation

task: review

video: chef tests

project: presentation on 
food in world festivals

2 On the bucket list
page 21

topic: inspiration for travel

skill: finding specific 
information

task: multiple matching

past tenses (p24)

articles (p27)

idiomatic phrases 
and expressions (p25)

collocations (p25, 28)

linkers (p31)

topic: travel-writing

skill: listening for 
specific information and 
opinion

task: multiple choice

multiple-choice cloze

open cloze

topic: summer holidays, 
photo-bombing

skill: giving concise 
answers

task: interview

topic: best and worst 
holiday experiences

skill: describing, 
narrating and

expressing contrast

task: article

video: Sidi Driss

project: film location 
map

3 All in a day's work
page 35

topic: virtual school

skill: understanding detail and 
opinion

task: multiple choice

future forms (p38)

determiners with countable/
uncountable nouns (p41)

phrasal verbs (p39)

verbs + prepositions (p43)

topic: job shadowing

skill: understanding 
different speakers

task: multiple matching

multiple-choice cloze topic: part-time jobs

skill: justifying an 
opinion

task: collaborative task

topic: intergenerational 
schools

skill: including your own 
idea

task: essay

video: 16-year-old boss

project: research a 
business

4 The heart of the city
page 49

topic: real or fake cities

skill: scanning a text to find 
information

task: multiple matching

conditionals (p52)

alternative conditional forms 
(p55)

compound nouns (p53)

as or like (p57)

prepositional phrases (p57)

topic: public spaces for 
teens

skill: recognising 
distractors

task: multiple choice

open cloze

multiple-choice cloze

topic: visiting cities

skill: giving an opinion

task: discussion

topic: a day in the city

skill: giving the right 
information

task: informal letter or 
email

video: design gone 
wrong

project: analyse a 
building

5 A good sport
page 63

topic: sports fans

skill: understanding attitude 
and opinions

task: multiple choice

infinitive and verb + -ing (p66)

verb patterns (p69)

phrasal verbs (p67)
noun suffixes (p70)
prefixes (p70)

topic: drone racing

skill: understanding 
interviews

task: multiple choice: 
longer text

word formation topic: ways to relax

skill: speculating

task: long turn

topic: health and fitness

skill: using paragraphs

task: article

video: cycling star

project: research a 
sport or discipline
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6 Viewpoints
page 77

topic: fi lming small creatures

skill: understanding text 
cohesion

task: gapped text

the passive (p80)

have/get something done

(p83)

prepositions of place (p81)

time phrases (p81)

suffi  xes (p85)

topic: map exhibition

skill: listening for detail

task: sentence 
completion

key word transformations

word formation 

topic: useful items

skill: making a decision

task: collaborative task

topic: diff ering opinions

skill: linking ideas

task: essay

video: eyeborg

project:  pitch a fi lm or 
documentary

7 The full story
page 91

topic: storytelling

skill: paraphrasing

task: multiple matching

reported speech (p94)

reporting verbs (p97)

phrasal verbs (p95)

prepositional phrases (p98)

adjectives + prepositions 
(p98)

topic: fi lm and cinema

skill: recognising 
speaker’s point of view

task: multiple choice: 
short texts

open cloze

multiple-choice cloze

topic: social media

skill: agreeing and 
disagreeing

task: discussion

topic: creative writing

skill: sequencing events

task: story

video: museum mystery

project: create a 
fi ctional news report

8 In it together
page 105

topic: life as a spy

skill: understanding attitudes

task: multiple choice

modal verbs (p108)

linking phrases (p111)

such a/so (p115)

phrases with have and keep 
(p109)

phrasal verbs (p112)

collocations (p112)

topic: playing music

skill: identifying 
opinions

task: multiple matching

key word transformations topic: inspirational 
speakers

skill: taking turns

task: collaborative task

topic: extra-curricular

activities

skill: making suggestions

task: email

video: recycle rush

project: design a robot

9 Getting it right
page 119

topic: decision making

skill: understanding text 
structure

task: gapped text

relative clauses (p122)

cleft  sentences (p125)

collocations (p126)

nouns to adjectives (p126)

topic: when others 
decide for you

skill: recognising 
distractors

task: multiple choice

open cloze

word formation

topic: shopping

skill: talking about 
preferences

task: long turn

topic: infl uences

skill: avoiding repetition

task: essay

video: Does smell sell?

project:  create a social 
media campaign

10 A matter of taste
page 133

topic: having an open mind

task: multiple choice

topic: giving advice

task: multiple choice:

short texts

open cloze

key word transformations

multiple choice cloze

word formation

topic: free time

task: interview; long 
turn; collaborative task; 
discussion

topic: eating together;

a weekend trip; a music 
magazine

task: email, article or 
review

Grammar fi le page 142

Extend vocabulary page 160

Exam fi le page 162

Speaking tasks page 171

Audioscripts page 175
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6 Viewpoints
page 77

topic: filming small creatures

skill: understanding text 
cohesion

task: gapped text

the passive (p80)

have/get something done

(p83)

prepositions of place (p81)

time phrases (p81)

suffixes (p85)

topic: map exhibition

skill: listening for detail

task: sentence 
completion

key word transformations

word formation 

topic: useful items

skill: making a decision

task: collaborative task

topic: differing opinions

skill: linking ideas

task: essay

video: eyeborg

project:  pitch a film or 
documentary

7 The full story
page 91

topic: storytelling

skill: paraphrasing

task: multiple matching

reported speech (p94)

reporting verbs (p97)

phrasal verbs (p95)

prepositional phrases (p98)

adjectives + prepositions 
(p98)

topic: film and cinema

skill: recognising 
speaker’s point of view

task: multiple choice: 
short texts

open cloze

multiple-choice cloze

topic: social media

skill: agreeing and 
disagreeing

task: discussion

topic: creative writing

skill: sequencing events

task: story

video: museum mystery

project: create a 
fictional news report

8 In it together
page 105

topic: life as a spy

skill: understanding attitudes

task: multiple choice

modal verbs (p108)

linking phrases (p111)

such a/so (p115)

phrases with have and keep 
(p109)

phrasal verbs (p112)

collocations (p112)

topic: playing music

skill: identifying 
opinions

task: multiple matching

key word transformations topic: inspirational 
speakers

skill: taking turns

task: collaborative task

topic: extra-curricular

activities

skill: making suggestions

task: email

video: recycle rush

project: design a robot

9 Getting it right
page 119

topic: decision making

skill: understanding text 
structure

task: gapped text

relative clauses (p122)

cleft sentences (p125)

collocations (p126)

nouns to adjectives (p126)

topic: when others 
decide for you

skill: recognising 
distractors

task: multiple choice

open cloze

word formation

topic: shopping

skill: talking about 
preferences

task: long turn

topic: influences

skill: avoiding repetition

task: essay

video: Does smell sell?

project:  create a social 
media campaign

10 A matter of taste
page 133

topic: having an open mind

task: multiple choice

topic: giving advice

task: multiple choice:

short texts

open cloze

key word transformations

multiple choice cloze

word formation

topic: free time

task: interview; long 
turn; collaborative task; 
discussion

topic: eating together;

a weekend trip; a music 
magazine

task: email, article or 
review
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